An enhancement method for color retinal images based on image formation model.
The good quality of color retinal image is essential for doctors to make a reliable diagnose in clinics. Due to major reasons like acquisition process and retinal diseases, most retinal images can show poor illuminance, blur and low contrast, further impeding the process of identifying the underlying retinal condition. Image formation model of scattering is proposed to enhance color retinal images in this paper. Two parameters of this model, background illuminance and transmission map, are estimated based on extracted background and foreground. The complex nature of the foreground of a retinal image, involving pixels with both low and high intensity, posed a challenge to the proper extraction of these pixels. Therefore, a new method combining Mahalanobis distance discrimination and global spatial entropy-based contrast enhancement is proposed to extract foreground pixels. It extracts background and foreground in high intensity region and low intensity region respectively and it can perform well in blurry image with tiny intensity range. The proposed method is evaluated using 319 color retinal images from three different databases. Experimental results indicated that the proposed method can perform well on illumination problems, contrast enhancement and color preservation. This study proposes a new method of enhancing overall retinal image and produces better enhancement images than several state-of-the-art algorithms, especially for blurry retinal images. This method can facilitate analysis and reliable diagnosis for both ophthalmologists and computer-aided analysis.